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Abstract. In laser cutting process, understanding of hydrodynamics of melt 

layer is significant, because it is an important factor which controls the final 

quality. In this work, we observed hydrodynamics of melt layer on kerf front in 
the case of laser cutting of steel with inert gas. The observation shows that the 

melt flow on the kerf front exhibits strong instability, depending on cutting 

velocity. In intermediate range of velocity, the flow on the central part of the 
kerf front is continuous, whereas the flow along the sides is discontinuous. It is 

firstly confirmed that the instability in the side flow is the cause of the striation 

initiation from the top part of the kerf. The origin of the instability is discussed 

in terms of instabilities in thermal dynamics and hydrodynamics. The proposed 
model shows reasonable agreement with experimental results. 

 

Keywords: Laser cutting, Hydrodynamic instability, Surface tension, Striations. 

 

PACS: 42.62.-b, 81.20.Wk 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Since its invention in the 1960’s, laser cutting of steel has widely been used in industries owing 

to its advantage of processing speed or capability of automation. Along with the applications, a 
number of researches have been conducted to understand fundamental mechanism of the 

process. Now there exist global process models, which can predict achievable thickness or 

velocity depending on operational parameters [1-3].
 

However, our understanding of the time-dependent fluctuation (instability) is not sufficient. For 

example, we have not reached a conclusion on mechanism of striation generation, which is a 

major quality problem in laser cutting of steel. Recently the subject has become more important, 
because it has been revealed that new promising fibre or disk lasers cannot offer the same 

quality as conventional CO2 lasers in case of thick steel cutting [4, 5]. The above-mentioned 

models deal with stationary condition based on several equilibrium balances, so that they cannot 
predict instability. Fundamental investigations on instability from both experimental and 

theoretical sides are being required. 

 

Concerning the striation generation, we understand the mechanism well in the special case of 
using oxygen, which provides the exothermic energy. The model of cyclic activation and 

extinction of oxygen combustion, which was proposed by Arata et al [6], was raised up to the 

level of numerical modelling [7, 8] and they can explain striations created on kerf sides. 
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It has been well acknowledged that the striations do not vanish even when we reduce the content 
of oxygen in assist gas [9]. Although the mechanism of striation generation for the case with 

inert gas might be simpler, in that it involves only heat input by laser beam, the mechanism has 

remained unknown for several decades. 
 

In spite of the lack of consensus, several types of mechanisms have been suggested theoretically 

to explain the striation generation in the case of steel cutting with inert gas. One idea is to 
attribute the striations to external fluctuation of operating parameters such as laser power and 

gas flow rate, which can change the energy and momentum balances [10, 11]. But this does not 

seem to be a primary mechanism, considering the fact that the striations have excellent 

regularity in most cases and that typical pitch (wavelength) of striations is in the range of 100 

m regardless of laser and gas systems. Another mechanism is hydrodynamical instability 
induced in the melt layer during its interaction with gas jet [12, 13]. This can be a mechanism 

which causes the creation of striations in lower part of kerf, where the melt layer becomes 

thicker and the gas flow less stable. However, it seems that the initiation of the striations at the 

top part of the kerf should be driven by another physical process. More promising candidate is 
the instability of thermal dynamics, which generates bunches of molten material (humps) sliding 

down the kerf front [14-18]. This seems to be promising to explain the initiation of striations, 

because it is related to the peculiarity of temperature field around the top part of the kerf. There 
are still two points that are not clear, however; one is the fact that the theory predicts that the 

instability occurs only in low speed range, and the other is that it is not so trivial whether the 

instability on the front perturbs the dynamics on the kerf side. 
 

Although experimental observation is essential to reach correct description of the mechanism, 

there have been few such investigations. Meanwhile, a recent study by Yudin et al [19] showed 

an interesting result. CO2 laser cutting was conducted with Rose’s alloy, which has low melting 
temperature. They observed the kerf side through a glass plate, which was attached onto the 

sample. They observed melt structure, which they call stalactites, sliding down perpendicularly 

along the kerf side. The striations were generated during resolidification of the stalactites. In 
low gas pressure and high cutting velocity conditions, they observed ripple formation near the 

bottom part of the kerf, which is another mechanism of striation generation. However, precise 

observation of the top part of the kerf was not realised, so that it could not be revealed why the 

striations are generated from the top surface, in other words, why stalactites emerge 
periodically. 

 

A primary object of this work is to clarify the mechanism of striation initiation from the top part 
of the kerf by experimental observation of the kerf front. Using high-speed video technique, we 

observe both the kerf front and kerf side simultaneously from the above of the sample. In the 

next section 2, the experimental setup is explained. In the section 3, the obtained films are 
presented with some analysis of characteristic parameters. The section 4 is devoted to discussion 

on the origin of observed instability. 

 

2. Experimental setup 
Schematic of experimental apparatus is shown in figure 1(a). A 10 kW disk laser (Trumpf, 

TruDisk10002) was used as laser beam source. The laser power was fixed at 8 kW throughout 

this work. After passing through a multimode-fibre with the diameter of 0.6 mm, the laser beam 
was collimated and focused onto a sample. The focal distances of the collimation lens and 

focusing lens were 200 mm and 560 mm, respectively. Thus the focus diameter df at the sample 

was 1.7 mm. The beam profile at the focus position was measured with a commercial CMOS 
camera. The result is shown in figure 1 (b), where the top-hat distribution of the intensity is 

confirmed. 
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We chose the focal spot diameter, which is larger than diameter typically used (~0.1 mm). It 
could have been possible to utilise such small focus diameter, but it is a very difficult task to 

observe the dynamics of phenomenon with sufficient spatial resolution. Instead of increasing the 

magnification factor of the optical system of the camera, we adopted a much easier way to 

enlarge the spatial scale of the kerf, in order to have a better visualization and to deduce the 
mechanism of the striation generation. Despite the increase of diameter, relevant physical 

processes or mechanisms are not expected to change so much, since most of the physical 

processes of heat transfer in solid and liquid layer and of hydrodynamics in liquid are scalable 
in terms of governing mathematical equations. 

 

Low carbon mild steel was used as samples. The thickness was 3 mm, and the very surface layer 
of steel oxide had been removed by mechanical polishing to avoid unfavourable perturbations. 

Nitrogen was used as assist gas, which was ejected from an ordinary circular nozzle with the 

exit diameter of 3.5 mm. The stand-off distance of the nozzle was set at a rather large value of 

3.5 mm, to assure the vision around the kerf. The pressure of gas in the nozzle was 2.5 bar, so 
that the gas flow from the nozzle was free from shock waves, which would have introduced 

disturbances in the flow. The flow rate was measured to be Q = 115 L/min. with a standard gas 

flow meter, taking into account density correction due to the gas pressure. The pressure 
distribution at the sample position (3.5 mm below the exit surface of the nozzle) was measured 

with a Pitot tube. The total pressure Ptot showed 2.4 bar on the nozzle axis. The pressure 

distribution was homogeneous within df (1.7 mm) and the distribution had diameter dg of 4.8 

mm measured at FWHM. Assuming that the size of pressure distribution corresponds to that of 
velocity field, the gas velocity at the top surface of the kerf can be estimated from the following 

formula: 
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the experimental setup and (b) intensity distribution of focused beam 

on sample surface. In (a), HL1~3 represent halogen lamps used for illumination. 
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which gives vg = 1.1 x 10
2
 m/s. The static pressure Pin at the entrance of the kerf is estimated 

from the Bernoulli’s equation for compressible gas flow [20]: 
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Here γ is the adiabatic exponent (=1.4 for N2) and 0 is the density of N2 at ambient pressure P0 

= 1 x 10
5 
Pa (0 = 1.3 kg/m

3
). Inserting these values to (2) one obtains Pin = 2.1 bar. 

 

As mentioned above, in order to have intact vision and stable gas flow, we used the large 
stand-off distance and the low pressure as compared to the standard practice of inert gas laser 

cutting. This means that gas force exerted on melt layer was lower. Nevertheless, striations 

observed in this study are essentially the same as in practical conditions, as will be shown. 

Moreover, the influence of gas parameters on the striation generation process will be discussed 
in the section 4.3. 

 

The kerf front was observed by a high speed video camera (Photron, FASTCAM/APX-RS) with 
the acquisition rate of 20 kHz. In order to clarify the initiation process of striations, the top part 

of the front was observed from the above, with the angle of 40 degree with respect to horizontal 

surface. To visualise the central and side parts of the kerf front at the same time, the angle of the 

observation was deviated by 45 degree from the cutting direction (Please note also our notations 
concerning parts of the kerf, which are presented in figure 1 (a)). The spatial resolution of the 

video images was approximately 10 m/pixel. As shown in figure 1(a), three halogen lamps 
(HL1~3) were used for illumination; the two HL1 and HL2 from the above of the sample to 

illuminate the sample surface and the side part of the kerf front, respectively, and the other HL3 
from the below through the kerf to illuminate the central part of the front. No wavelength filter 

was used. The exposure time was set at 0.05 ms, the inverse of the acquisition rate. 

 

The cutting speed V was varied from 1 m/min to 6 m/min to investigate the evolution of 

hydrodynamics. The roughness Rz and the wavelength  of striations were measured along lines 

located at 0.5 mm below the top surface. We measured also tilting angle of kerf front with 

samples obtained after switching-off of the laser beam. The angle was evaluated as the value 
averaged over the sample thickness, using a straight line which links the two points G1G2 on the 

top and back surfaces (see figure 1(a)). In the case where the sample could not be cut through, 

the lower point G2 is substituted by the end point of the tilted kerf front. The technique gives 

rather accurate estimation of , since melt layer is so thin that it is frozen very rapidly when the 

laser is turned off. (The thickness sm of the melt layer can be estimated in the order of 100 m 
from the mass balance equation smVm = DV [21], where D is the workpiece thickness (3 mm) 
and Vm is the velocity of continuous melt flow, which will be shown later in figure 4.) The 

freezing time of the melt layer was confirmed experimentally to be roughly 0.2 ms by the high 

speed video observation. The melt layer moves only several hundred microns after the turn-off 

of the laser if we multiply the freezing time by measured velocity of melt layer (1~3 m/sec). 

 

3. Results 

Typical examples of images acquired for different cutting velocities V from 1 m/min to 6 m/min 
are shown in figure 2. As can be seen, liquid flow on the kerf front exhibits strong dependence 

on V. In the following, we describe observed phenomena for several different velocity ranges. 

For the present operating conditions, the maximum speed to cut through the 3 mm thick was V 
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= 3 m/min. Even in the range of V > 3 m/min, however, the flow feature observed in this top 

part of the kerf is considered to be essentially the same as that would be obtained when the 

thinner samples are to be cut properly. 

 

3.1. Velocity dependence of hydrodynamics 

 

(i) V = 3 m/min 
Let us start from the intermediate case of V = 3 m/min (figure 2(c)). Two different flows can be 

recognized: the flow in the central region of the kerf front and the flow on the side of the kerf. 

In the following, we call the former the central flow, and the latter the side flow. We define W, 
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Figure 2. Observation result for different velocities V. (a) V = 1 m/min, (b) V = 2 m/min, (c) V 

= 3 m/min, (d) V = 4 m/min and (e) V = 6 m/min. For the scale of the images, refer to the kerf 

width dk in figure 3 (dk ~ 1.7 mm for all the V). 
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Figure 3. Velocity dependence of tilting angle of kerf front; experimental measurement (exp) 

and theoretical prediction from the equation (9) (th). Also shown are measured values of kerf 

width (dk) and the width of unstable side region (W). 
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the thickness of the side flow region, as the distance from the kerf side line to the point R on the 

kerf, which separates the continuous central region and discontinuous side region. In the present 

case of V = 3 m/min, W = 160 m. 
 

The central flow runs continuously and smoothly downwards along the central part of the kerf. 

The central symmetrical line on the kerf is tilted by an angle  of 26 degree with respect to the 
beam incident axis (see also figure 3). The velocity of the continuous flow is determined as 3.2 

m/s using moving particles like P in figure 2(c), which appear occasionally (see also figure 4). 

We think that they are some very small inclusions inside the material, but the characteristics 

such as chemical composition and size are not clear at the present stage. 
 

On the other hand, the flow in the side region between the points L and R in figure 2(c) exhibits 

striking discontinuity and periodicity. The termination point L on the left corresponds to the 
edge of overlapped region with laser beam, whose position at the surface is shown on figure 

2(c) by the ellipse (df = 1.7 mm). The point R is located at the separation point of the central and 

side flows. The very top part of the region is very bright because of specular reflection from the 
halogen lamp HL2 (see figure 1(a)). Liquid accumulations are generated one by one from the top 

part and displaced towards the direction shown with F in the figure; they slide down on the 

sidewall of the kerf until they are absorbed by the central flow. After displacement of each 

accumulation, one single vertical stripe of striations is created on the sidewall. The depth of 
region where we observe such vertical striations (distance E in figure 2(c)) is determined by the 

travelling distance of accumulations before joining to the central flow. The average time interval 

ta of two accumulation generations was measured to be 4 ms. The wavelength  of striations 

measured after cutting was 199 m, which corresponds to the value of V·ta = 200 m. It is 
clear that the periodical generation and displacement of accumulations is the origin of the 

striations. Whereas Yudin et al [19] already observed the downward displacement of the 
accumulations by lateral visualisation of the kerf side through a transparent glass, our 

observation has revealed for the first time the processes of the accumulation generation and the 

striation initiation at the top part of the kerf. More detailed description of the striation 
generation process is given in the next section 3.2. 

 

(ii) 3 m/min < V < 6 m/min 
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Figure 4. Measured velocities of continuous flow and humps in the central region of the kerf 

front. Measured values of periods of humps (Thump exp) are also shown with theoretical prediction 

from the equation (14) (Thump th). 
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When the velocity is increased from 3 m/min to 5 m/min (figure 2(d)), general feature of the 

flow does not change. The stable central flow and the non-stationary side flow exist and the 
periodic behaviour of the latter generates regular striations on the side. Meanwhile, 

characteristic parameters of the flow depend on the cutting velocity V. As shown in figure 3, the 

tilting angle of the front at the centre line increases with V and at the same time, the thickness 

W of unstable side region decreases. Because of this increase of , the travelling distance of 
accumulations before meeting the central flow becomes shorter. The depth of region where we 

observe regular vertical striations is thus reduced. The wavelength of striations slightly 

decreases with this increase in V (see figure 5). 
 

(iii) V = 6 m/min 

If we further increase V to 6 m/min (figure 2(e)), the stable central flow covers the entire kerf 
front, and the periodic generation of accumulations and their downward displacement along the 

kerf side cannot be observed any more. Correspondingly, no striation appears on the side, 

although we observe random oscillation of the liquid surface level of the central flow, which 
creates very thin relief. 

 

Let us mention here some fundamental remarks about the velocity of the continuous central flow. 

As shown in figure 4, the velocity decreases with increasing V. At V = 6 m/min, we could not 
determine the velocity because we found no particles moving downwards. Instead, we found 

particles moving laterally along the semi-circular kerf shape as designated with C in figure 2(e). 

It is likely that this change of flow is caused by combination of the following two factors. First, 

as the tilting angle  of the front increases with V (figure 3), the laser beam intensity absorbed 

on the central part increases, so that the azimuthal flow to the side by the piston mechanism [22] 

becomes relatively important compared with the downward flow. Second, as  increases, the 
deflection of gas flow near the front surface becomes more pronounced. As a result, the 

tangential force which is applied on the melt surface is considered to be decreased. 

 

(iv) V = 2 m/min 
On the other hand, when V is decreased from 3 m/min, the central part also begins to show 

discrete behaviour, as is clear in the case of V = 1 m/min (figure 2(a)). The melt flows down 

intermittently; parts of surface between the two successive bunches of melt are not even covered 
with liquid metal. We will define these liquid bunches as humps in this paper. The threshold 
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Figure 5. Measured striation wavelength exp and surface roughness Rz exp. For Rz, 

theoretical prediction Rz th from eq. (27) is also presented. 
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velocity of the appearance of this discontinuity is V = 2 m/min, where the flow in the central 
region fluctuates between the two regimes of continuous and discontinuous flows. An 

interesting point is that, at V = 2 m/min, the velocity of continuous flow was observed to be 3.2 

m/s, whereas the velocity of humps was 0.2 m/s. It is not surprising to observe this difference, 
because the evolution of hump is not a mass flow but an evolution of phase as already pointed 

out [15, 16, 18]. 

 
The image at V = 2 m/min shown in figure 2(b) is the one typically observed when the central 

flow is in the continuous regime. Compared with V = 3 m/min, the angle  is decreased (see 
also figure 3). This leads to the extension of perpendicular striations which are left on the kerf 

side. At the same time, the width W of unstable side flow as well as the accumulation size 

becomes larger. Travelling paths of the accumulations are more irregular and complex. The 
accumulation surrounded with a white dotted line in figure 2(b) shows such an example: several 

branches originate from the single accumulation, one of which goes away to the left without 

being absorbed to the central flow. As a consequence of this kind of irregularity, striation relief 

which is left on the kerf side is not as regular as in the case of V > 2 m/min. 
 

(v) V = 1 m/min 

When we further decrease V to 1 m/min, the central flow completely becomes the regime of 
humps. Now the melt flow is discontinuous on the entire kerf front. The dynamics of the humps 

and accumulations becomes more and more irregular, and they show stronger interactions to 

each other. In the central region, humps, which are generated from the top part at every 4 ms, 
slides down with velocity of 0.15 m/s. Compared with V = 2 m/min, the generation time period 

is doubled, so that the pitch measured along the cutting direction (x-axis) stays at the same value 

of 70 m. It is frequently observed that two successive humps starting from the surface merge in 
the middle of the front and go down together after that. Such an example can be found in a 

sequence of images shown in figure 6. The two humps H1 and H2 are separated at t = 0 ms. At t 
= 1.5 ms, however, they begin to interact via the liquid accumulation LA on the side. The 

merger is initiated and they are completely unified at t = 4.5 ms. In figure 6 one can observe 

also a branch of the liquid accumulation (LA) escaping to the left. 

 
Another interesting feature is found in bright regions such as those marked with B1 and B2 in 

figure 2(a). These regions are not covered with liquid but are very bright because the light 

emitted from the halogen lamp HL3 is specularly reflected in these regions toward the video 
camera. The centre lines B1 and B2 of the two bands have a lag, which indicates that the hump is 

situated on a small plateau S, whose tilting angle is different from the two parts above (B1) and 

below (B2). This difference of the tilting angle is also suggested from the difference in the 
brightness. The solid regions are bright since the angle matches that of the specular reflection 

from HL3, while the liquid on S is less bright due to the mismatch of the angle. It has been 

t=0 ms t=1.5 ms t=2.5 ms t=4.5 ms

H1

H2

H1

H2

H1

H2

H1+H2

LA LA LAt=0 ms t=1.5 ms t=2.5 ms t=4.5 ms

H1

H2

H1

H2

H1

H2

H1+H2

LA LA LA

 

Figure 6. Example of melt accumulation dynamics observed for V = 1 m/min. A merger of 

two successive humps H1 and H2 is shown. The white dotted lines indicate approximate 

border of the liquid accumulation LA. As for the scale of the images, note that dk = 1.74 

mm. 
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already discussed that the regime of humps involves such plateaus around the humps [14-18]. 
 

(vi) Summary of velocity dependence 

Table 1 summarises the observed different regimes, which are classified from the viewpoint of 
instability. When V is increased from 1 m/min, the whole region on the kerf front exhibits 

discontinuity until V = 2 m/min. In the following intermediate velocity range from 2 m/min to 6 

m/min, the central flow becomes continuous, but the side flow is still discontinuous. As V 
increases, the width W of the unstable side region diminishes with the expansion of the stable 

central region. The side flow in this regime is characterised by periodic generation of 

accumulations at the top part and their displacement downwards, which is the origin of regular 

vertical striations created on the kerf sides. And finally, the unstable side region disappears at V 
= 6 m/min. 

 

The existence of instability in the central region has been predicted theoretically for low 
velocity condition [14, 17]. Meanwhile, an important point firstly shown by the present 

observation is that there is a regime where we observe simultaneously both the stable and 

unstable flows, in the central and side regions, respectively. In most of the theoretical works in 

the past, it has been assumed that the instability in the central part naturally perturbs the flow in 
the side region [14-17]. This kind of assumptions should be rejected for the intermediate regime. 

 

 Table1. Velocity dependence of the flows. 

Cutting Velocity V (m/min) 

V <2    2<V <6   V =6 

Central flow   Unstable   Stable    Stable 

Side flow     Unstable   Unstable  Stable 

 
 

3.2. Process of striation generation 

Let us see more precisely the striation generation process. An example of the generation, 
development and displacement of an accumulation for V = 3 m/min is shown in figure 7. The 

solid lines indicate the position of the accumulation under consideration at each time. The 

dotted lines show the position of the precedent accumulation. The dot-dash lines show the 

border of laser beam overlap region. In the first image at t = 0 ms, no accumulation is 

t=0.5 t=1.5t=0 ms t=1.5 ms t=2.5 ms t=3.5 ms t=5.0 ms t=7.0 mst=0.5 ms

1
 m

m

t=0 ms t=0.5 t=1.5t=0 ms t=1.5 ms t=2.5 ms t=3.5 ms t=5.0 ms t=7.0 mst=0.5 ms

1
 m

m

t=0 ms

 

Figure 7. Dynamics of an accumulation observed at V = 3 m/min. The solid and dotted lines 

show the position of the accumulation under consideration and the precedent accumulation, 
respectively. The dotted circle at t = 0 ms indicates the position of the creation of the 

accumulations. The dotted ellipse at t = 2.5 ms shows a ridge left after the displacement of 

the precedent accumulation. 
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recognized inside of the white dotted circle, from which the precedent accumulation has just 
gone out. At t = 0.5 ms, the new accumulation is confirmed in this region and it continues to 

grow up. At t = 1.5 ms, one can see that the bottom of the accumulation now touches the central 

flow. The displacement of this accumulation seems to be dragged by the central flow after this 
time. The accumulation continues to descend and finally it is sucked into the central flow at t = 

7.0 ms. After the displacement of such accumulation, one single stripe of the striation structure 

is left on the kerf side. 
 

Why do the accumulations go down quite vertically? The observation suggests the following 

two guiding mechanisms on the displacement of accumulations by downward gas force. Firstly 

the accumulations cannot go beyond the border of the beam (dot-dash lines), because they 
cannot exist as liquid any more once they do so. The cooling rate of the liquid is very rapid, as 

will be shown in the section 4.3.3. In addition, there is a geometrical effect. The white dotted 

ellipse in the image at t = 2.5 ms surrounds a vertical line, which corresponds to a ridge of the 
striations. The height of such ridge can be estimated from the surface roughness. The measured 

value of Rz is 40 m in this case of V = 3 m/min (see also figure 5). From the images which 
follow after t = 2.5 ms, it appears that the ridge works as a guide, preventing the accumulation 

from passing over the ridge. Thus the displacement of the present accumulation is again 

perpendicular to the top surface of the sample, reproducing a new ridge on the other side. 
 

In summary, the observation has clarified for the first time the generation process of vertical 

striations. This regular process applies to the velocity range of 2 m/min < V < 6 m/min. For the 
lowest velocity range (V < 2 m/min), the accumulation is also generated rather periodically at 

the top part of the kerf, but the irregularity of accumulation trajectory perturbs final relief left on 

the kerf side. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1. Tilting angle of central part 

It is considered that the tilting angle  of central part of the kerf front, which increases with 

cutting velocity V, plays an important role in determining the stability of the flow, as discussed 
in the following. 

Let us consider first the dependence of the angle  on V. This can be considered from the 
equation of power balance per unit length along kerf depth, which is written as 

lmsa pppp                              (3) 

All the terms have the dimension of W/m. The term pa in the left side is the energy input to the 

system per unit depth. It can be approximated using the incident laser intensity IL, the 

absorptivity A, the radius rk of the kerf front (rk ≈ df /2) and the mean tilting angle : 

   tan2)( kLa rIAp                            (4) 

We have taken (2rk) as the characteristic length of the part along the kerf front which receives 
laser beam, neglecting its dependence on depth from the surface. The first and second terms on 

the right hand side of (3) represent the powers necessary to heat the solid material of the kerf 

part up to the melting temperature Tm and to heat it further to Tl, which is the mean temperature 
of liquid: 

    mmpskss LTTCrVp  02                       (5) 

   mlplklm TTCrVp  2                          (6) 

Here T0 is the initial temperature, and Lm is the latent heat, and s (l), and Cps (C pl) are the 
density and heat capacity of solid (liquid), respectively. The third term in the right hand side of 

the equation (3) is the power lost by heat conduction into the solid part, which can be expressed 
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as [23] 
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Here K is heat conductivity of the material. And 
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Pe k                                 (8) 

is the non-dimensional Peclet number. From the equations (3)-(8), one obtains 
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The right hand side is increasing function of Pe. Noting that Pe is proportional to V, the 

expression shows that for a given conditions of IL and rk, the angle  increases monotonously 

with the increase of V. Although we have unknown parameters A() and Tl, we dare estimate 

the angle  with assumption that A is constant at 0.5 regardless of  and also that Tl = Tm. The 

result is shown in figure 3 as the dotted line. The model predicts well the increase of  with V. 
The discrepancy between this tentative plot and the experiment increases as V increases and this 

must be attributed to the assumption of Tl = Tm. Thus it is implied that the temperature Tl of 

melt layer increases monotonously with V, as is usually observed in experimental temperature 
measurements [6, 24]. 

 

4.2. Instability in the central part (hump generation) 
Let us consider first the origin of the humps, which were observed in the central part for low 

cutting speed V < 2 m/min. As shown in the following, the instability can be explained from 

combination of two phenomena: instability in thermal dynamics related to melting process and 
instability in hydrodynamics of the produced molten material. This idea of the combination of 

the two physical processes was already proposed by Golubev [17]. 

 

4.2.1. Instability in thermal dynamics 
It is predicted that for low velocity condition, melting and ejection cannot occur homogeneously 

on the kerf front, but occurs locally, due to inherent instability in thermal dynamics [14, 17].  

This situation is schematically explained in figure 8(a), which shows the solid-liquid interface at 
the centre line of kerf front at some instance. Please note that the molten metal is not taken into 

account yet and not depicted in the figure. 

 

Time evolution of the profile is explained as follows. First, local melting at the top part creates a 
small plateau so-called “shelf” [17]. This shelf structure slides down along the kerf front, 

because the absorbed intensity is higher on the shelf than other part and local drilling occurs 

there. Periodical generation of such shelves from the top part generates wavy structure in the 
solid-liquid interface, which propagates downwards. 

 

As is observed for V = 1 m/min (figure 2(a)), melting tends to occur only in the vicinity of the 
shelves. The reason can be explained as follows. First let us pay attention to the time-averaged 

value ave, which is shown by the dotted line in figure 8(a). This mean angle corresponds to the 
equilibrium tilting angle, which satisfies the power balance (eq. (9)). Due to the existence of 

shelves, regions between any two shelves must have local tilting angle that is lower than the 

time-averaged value ave, so that the regions between the shelves must be cooled and cannot be 
melted. Consequently, the melt accumulations (humps) exist only on the shelves and they are 

transported downwards with the displacement of the shelves. If we take a look at the evolution 
of the solid-liquid interface at certain depth, the advance of the interface along the cutting 
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direction occurs only when the shelves pass the point. The downward velocity of the shelves 

(humps) can be roughly estimated as [17] 

  mmpss

L
hump

LTTC

AI
V




0
                       (10) 

The equation assumes horizontal shelves (~ 90 degrees) and neglects preheating in solid and 
temperature increase over Tm in the melt layer. It predicts Vhump = 0.25 m/s, for the absorptivity 

A = 0.5. The value is in the same order as the velocity observed experimentally (0.15 ~ 0.2 m/s). 

 

4.2.2. Instability in hydrodynamics 
The important outcome of the localised melting is that molten metal cannot exist as continuous 

layer but as humps. Supposing that we have such instability, then what determines the typical 

size or period of the humps generated at the top part of the central region? To consider this 
problem, we now take into account the hydrodynamics of molten material. We will discuss 

about the force balance between surface tension and dynamic force exerted by gas, in a similar 

way as in the work by Makashev et al [15, 16]. 
 

Let us consider the condition which is necessary to trigger the displacement of a hump from the 

top surface, using a simple model described in figure 8(b). At time t = t0, the precedent ejection 

cycle is over and there rests no melt inside the area of laser beam. As the laser beam proceeds 
after this time, solid part comes into the beam area and is melted rapidly. When the size of melt 

accumulation is too small, surface tension force remains larger than the gas force, which is 

applied from the above, so that the accumulation continues to stay attached at the top. As laser 
beam proceed, more melt is generated and its size grows up. The gas force increases due to the 

increase of its surface area ·l, where and l are the dimensions of the accumulation (figure 
8(b)). The accumulation is considered to start to move when the gas force exceeds the surface 

tension force · l that retains the accumulation along the distance l. This balance can be 
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Figure 8. Schematics of profiles of solid-liquid interface on the cross section of the central 

plane of the kerf (a) and of melt accumulation at the top part of the central region of the kerf 

(b), viewed on the cross section of the central plane (upper) and from the above (lower). 
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expressed as 

  llFs                                 (11) 

where Fs is the force per unit area applied on the surface of the accumulation. The applied 

surface area is measured by the projection to the sample surface (· l). The Fs per unit area is 
generally composed of viscous friction and static pressure. Makashev et al [15, 16] considered 

that Fs is expressed by pressure drop across the vertical length of the accumulation (~), which 
is caused by the reduction of gas flow cross section S due to the existence of the accumulation. 

However, it is not so evident how to estimate the change S, because the gas flow can expand 
freely inside the kerf along the cutting direction. Moreover, in the present study, relative 

variation (S/S) of the cross section, which might be expressed as (rk), is so small that the 

estimation of (S/S) is very delicate. The relation (rk) << 1 suggests that, instead of 

considering (S/S) for the entire gas flow, it should be more appropriate to look at the problem 
locally; in such a way that force is exerted on an obstacle placed within a homogeneous 

one-directional flow. According to a classical theory explaining drag force, Fs can be written as 
[25] 







 2

2

1
ggDs vCF                            (12) 

where non-dimensional coefficient CD is a function of the Reynolds number Re and surface 
profile of an obstacle: the melt accumulation in the present case. Please note that CD includes 

two contributions from the friction drag and the pressure drag. Using (11) and (12) we obtain 

2

2

ggD vC 
                              (13) 

We assume that the surface profile of the accumulation can be approximated as a quarter of a 

circle with radius (J in figure 8(b)), and we use the value CD for flow around a cylinder, which 

has been widely studied. For the gas condition used in this study, Re (= vg(2)/kinematic 

viscosity) is about 10
3
 , so that we can take CD ≈ 1 [25]. From (13) we obtain = 150 m for the 

conditions in this study [ = 2 Pa·m, g = (Pin/P0)
1/γ0 (0 = 1.3 kg/m

3
), vg = 1.1 x 10

2
 m/s]. 

 

It is considered that the generation of humps is repeated every time when the laser beam 

proceeds by the distance , since heating time is very short. Thus the period of the generation of 

humps should be given by 

V
Thump


                                (14) 

The velocity dependence predicted by this formula is presented in figure 4. The model 

overestimates Thump by a factor of 2, but it successfully predicts that Thump is inversely 

proportional to V. This supports the validity of the present model. The discrepancy from the 

experimental result should be attributed to overestimation of in (13), which is probably caused 
by the rough approximation of CD. 
 

4.2.3. Threshold condition of hump generation 

Let us consider why the humps disappear for V > 2 m/min. One might think that the 
disappearance of humps is a result of decrease in hump generation period expressed as (14); the 

distance of the two humps decreases with increasing V, and the humps should disappear when 

this distance becomes equal to typical size  of the humps. However, this is not the case for the 
result obtained in this work. At V = 2 m/min, where the disappearance of humps occurs, the 

distance of two humps is Thump·Vhump = (2 ms x 0.2 m/s) = 400 m, which is still larger than . 
Hence the instability of thermal dynamics is considered to be the primary mechanism of the 

hump generation, although the effect of surface tension described above determines the 
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characteristics of humps once the instability of thermal dynamics sets in. 
 

Golubev predicted that the shelves appear when Pe < 1~3, in typical condition of laser cutting 

with Gaussian beam [17]. The threshold obtained in this work Pe = 2.3 (V = 2 m/min) is in the 
range predicted, in spite of the difference in the beam profiles. The authors are looking forward 

to presenting an analysis on the threshold condition of the occurrence of this instability for the 

present case of top-hat beam. 
 

4.3. Instability on the kerf side 

In the past modelling works on striation generation [14-17], it was presumed that intermittent 

advance of the central part along the cutting direction can be the origin of the striations; the 
profile modulation in the centre is transmitted to the side. In these models the striation 

wavelength  was thus assumed to be equal to the pitch of disturbance in the central region ( in 
our notation). This presumption is not true, however, according to our experimental observation. 

First, the wavelength  is more than two times larger than , which is about 70 m if estimated 
from the value V·Thump. Moreover, in the intermediate velocity range of 2 m/min < V < 6 m/min, 

the striations are generated from the instability of the side flow, in spite of disappearance of the 
disturbance in the centre. These experimental facts indicate that the profile modulations in the 

centre and the side are not synchronised and that another model is needed. 

 

Although it is necessary to distinguish the centre and the side, we consider that the instability of 
side flow can be understood in a similar way as the instability of the central flow, that is, from 

the instabilities of thermal dynamics and hydrodynamics. To validate this presumption, we will 

show in the following an analysis with a quantitative estimation of . On the whole, our model 
shows reasonable agreement with the experimental result. It is considered that the combination 
of the two instabilities is the main mechanism which generates disturbance both in the centre 

and the side of the kerf, over the entire velocity range. This point is contrasted to the past works, 

where other mechanisms had to be considered to explain striation generation in high velocity 

range where no shelves or humps appear in the centre [17]. 
 

First of all, let us consider why the instability persists at side even when the central flow 

becomes continuous (2 m/min< V < 6 m/min). We have observed in the central flow that when 

the tilting angle  of the front becomes small, we will have intermittent melting and humps 

which travel from the top part. The quantitative analysis on the criterion is beyond the scope of 

this study, but one thing is clear; if we have a quite perpendicular wall in the limit of →0, we 
are obliged to have the mode of intermittent melting, because it is impossible to irradiate the 

kerf front homogeneously with laser beam which comes from the above. If we consider the 

geometry in the kerf side region, the sidewall stays almost perpendicular, no matter how tilted 

the central part is. This is why we observe the unstable region near the side while the central 
flow is stable. 

 

The above consideration indicates that the kerf front geometry, specifically the local tilting 

angle of the front, which is a function of the azimuthal angle  from the cutting direction (see 

figure 9 for the definition of ), is possibly a primary factor that determines the width W of the 

unstable region. Although theoretical prediction of W is left for future works, it can be pointed 
out that experimentally observed dependence of W on V is consistent with this consideration; as 

shown in figure 3, when V increases,  increases and at the same time W diminishes. 
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4.3.1. Wavelength of striations 

Now let us estimate the period of the intermittent ejection on the kerf side, which corresponds to 
the striation wavelength. In the following discussion, we restrict ourselves within the velocity 

range of 2 m/min < V < 6 m/min. In this range,  is well defined; the dynamics of side flow is 
regular, without being perturbed by the central flow as is the case for V < 2 m/min. 

 

In figure 9 is shown the kerf side region seen from the above. At t = t0, the precedent ejection 
cycle is over, and the kerf profile at the surface almost coincides with the laser beam front 

(beam centre at C1). After this moment, laser beam proceeds along the x-axis and solid material 

in the unstable part, the width of which is defined by W, enters the beam area. It is melted very 

rapidly from the top surface, but not ejected immediately, and accumulation starts. As in the 
discussion of the instability in the central region, the accumulation continues until the time 

when the thickness of the melt accumulation reaches , which is given by (13), and then ejection 
occurs. At that time laser beam centre is at C2 and we can consider that the length of the segment 

U1U2 in figure 9 as the characteristic thickness  of the ejected melt. Using the triangle C1C2U2, 

the pitch  of striations can be determined from the following relation: 

  222

kk rr                               (15) 

Using the fact that  << r
k
, one obtains 

 kr2                               (16) 

It is shown that striation wavelength  is larger than , which defines the pitch of humps in the 

central part of the kerf front, by a factor of (2rk/)
1/2

. Substituting into (16) the theoretical value 

of  = 150 m obtained from the equation (13),  is found to be ~500 m. This is more than two 
times larger than the experimentally obtained wavelength for 2 m/min < V < 6 m/min (~200 

m). However, considering the fact that there has already been the overestimation in  (about a 

factor of 2), it can be said that the simple model well predicts the magnitude of . 
 

It is considered that the model shown in the above is only valid for the case where W > . As is 
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Figure 9. Schematic of melt accumulation process at the top part of the kerf side seen from 

the above. 
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evident from the geometry shown in figure 9, if W < , the thickness of melt accumulation is 

expected to be kept smaller than . This means that the accumulation is too thin to be ejected 

under the given gas condition. In this work, W decreases with V and it becomes the order of  

(70 m: experimental value) at V = 5 m/min. This is probably the mechanism of disappearance 
of unstable region on the side, which was observed around this velocity, at V = 6 m/min. 

 

Whereas the expression (16) predicts that  is independent of V, experimental result shows that 

 slightly decreases with V. We consider that two factors, which are not taken into account in 
(16), may cause this discrepancy. 

 

The first one is temperature dependence of surface tension coefficient , which influences the 

value of  according to the equation (13). As the velocity increases, the kerf width dk (= 2rk) 

decreases as shown in figure 3. This leads to the increase of the local intensity of laser beam at 
the kerf side, as is deduced from the intensity distribution in figure 1(b). Whereas the 

temperature just at the solid-liquid boundary on the kerf side is kept constant at Tm, the 

temperature gradient (∂T/∂y) in the melt accumulations increases with increasing V. The 

average temperature in the accumulation is thus elevated, so that  should decrease. 

 
The other is the azimuthal melt flow along the semi-circular kerf front. As already mentioned, 

this kind of flow becomes more important when V and thus  increases. This will induce 
increases of material flow rate into the unstable side region and of temperature in the region by 

the transport of material from the highest intensity region, both of which tend to decrease . It 
can be added that with smaller beam spot and higher cutting speed, the lateral flow will become 

more important. 
 

4.3.2. Surface roughness 

Another practical interest of this model is the estimation of surface roughness due to the 
striations. The roughness may be approximated by sum of the two distances hf and he defined in 

figure 9: 

efz hhR                               (17) 

The first term hf corresponds to thickness of the part F of material (figure 9) which is expelled 

from the laser beam area during the accumulation period and thus is solidified. The height hf can 
be easily obtained from geometrical relation: 

k

f
r

h
8

2
                              (18) 

which is in the order of 6 m according to the experimental results. 
 

The feasibility of the solidification is validated from the following estimation of the time tf, 
which is necessary to solidify the part F. The solidification results from heat transfer from the 

liquid part F to the solid part across the sidewall. If the amount of energy transferred exceeds the 

energy released during the phase transition from liquid to solid, the part is solidified. Thus the 

time tf can be estimated from 

mfsf Lhtq                            (19) 

Here we have neglected temperature increase of liquid over Tm. The heat flux q can be written 
as 

 
y

TT
Kq m




 0                           (20) 

where y is the characteristic distance of the temperature field along y-axis in the solid side. 
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This distance y is estimated from the fact that the power necessary to heat up the width y of 
the solid part along each side of the kerf corresponds to the heat conduction loss pl given in the 
equation (7). That is, 

 02 TTyCVp mpssl                        (21) 

Using the equation (7), 
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From (19), (20) and (22), one obtains 
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where 
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mps

L

TTC
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0
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is the non-dimensional Stephan number (St ≈ 1.8 for steel). It is estimated that the time tf is 

about 0.15 ms at V = 3 m/min. This time is much shorter than the accumulation period ta = /V 

(ta = 4 ms at V = 3 m/min). 
 

The second term he in the right hand side of (17) represents the melting of the solid region (part 

E in figure 9) due to the heat transfer from the melt accumulation. The phenomenon is quite 

similar to the above solidification, but the great difference is that now the accumulation within 
the beam area always absorbs laser intensity, so that melting of the solid part persists as long as 

the accumulation stays at the top or propagates downwards. We suppose that all the energy 

transferred from the liquid side is spent to erode the solid part, neglecting the dissipation of 
energy deep into the solid part. Then the eroded thickness he can be estimated from the same 

discussion as above: 

mea Lhtq                             (25) 

Here ta = /V and the heat flux q is the same as in (20). Thus using (20) and (22), 
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The roughness is finally obtained as 
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The theoretical values predicted from (27) are plotted in figure 5. The experimentally obtained  
was substituted to (27) in the calculations. The model overestimates the roughness 

approximately by a factor 3, but it well predicts the decrease of Rz with the increase of V. 
 

4.3.3. Dependence on operating parameters 

From the approximate expression (27), principal influence of operating parameters on Rz is 
deduced. If we suppose moderate Pe number in the range of 1 < Pe < 10, as in the condition of 

the present study, the second term of erosion (he) is much larger than the first term of 

solidification (hf). Using also the expression of  in (16), 
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First,  is a function of , g and vg, as shown in the equation (13). It decreases with the increase 

of vg or that of Pin, which raises g. Hence the preparation of appropriate gas condition is an 
important factor to improve cutting quality, as is a well-known experimental fact. The preceding 

part (V
-0.3

rk
0.2

) represents the dependence on the operating parameters of laser. It suggests that 
increase of V or decrease of rk will slightly improve the roughness. 

 

Although this work is based on the observation with rather large focal spot (df = 1.7 mm), we 

have reached the general expressions of ,  and Rz. In order to verify applicability of the model, 

we are now investigating dependence of these quality parameters on the operating parameters. 
Preliminary results with a focal spot df = 0.56 mm and with similar gas condition as in this study 

shows that the wavelength  is about 120 m in the intermediate velocity range (V = 4 m/min). 

The value is smaller than those obtained in this work (~200 m) by a factor of 1.7, which is 

consistent with the rk
1/2

 dependence of  predicted by the model. More experiments will be 
conducted for complete verification of the model. 

 

5. Conclusion 
We have investigated the hydrodynamics in the top part of kerf front during the laser cutting of 

3 mm thick mild steel with inert gas of nitrogen. The 8 kW disk laser beam was focused to the 

diameter of 1.7 mm with the top-hat intensity distribution. We adopted the large focus diameter 

in order to better visualise phenomena around the kerf front and to reveal the mechanism of the 
striation initiation. 

 

The melt flow exhibited strong instabilities. The feature can be classified into several regimes 
depending on the cutting velocity. For 1 m/min < V < 2 m/min, the whole part of the kerf shows 

discontinuities. The existence of humps, which slide down in the central part of the kerf, was 

firstly confirmed in laser cutting process. For 2 m/min < V < 6 m/min, the central region 

becomes stable, but the kerf side region is still discontinuous. The coexistence of stability and 
instability is an important feature, which has not been discussed in the past. In this range of V, 

the side flow is characterised by periodic generation of accumulations at the top part and their 

displacement downwards. It was revealed for the first time that this periodic process is the 
origin of regular vertical striations left on the kerf side. And finally, the unstable side flow is 

overwhelmed by the stable central flow at V = 6 m/min. 

 
We discussed the mechanism of the instabilities in the central and side flows, focusing on two 

physical processes: the instability in thermal dynamics, which is related to localised melting, 

and the instability in hydrodynamics, which is governed by the force balance between gas force 

and resistant surface tension force. The localised melting tends to occur in a region where the 
kerf front wall becomes nearly vertical. In this region melt accumulations are produced 

periodically. The interval of the accumulation generation is determined by the balance of gas 

force and surface tension force. The proposed model gives coherent explanation of the 
instabilities observed both in the central and side regions of the kerf. It also shows reasonable 

agreement with the experimentally measured hump period, striation wavelength and surface 

roughness. 
 

Considering simplicity and scalability of the expressions obtained, the authors expect that the 

model presented in this study will be validated for a wide range of operating parameters and 

hopefully be utilised to develop innovative processes. 
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